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INTRODUCTION 

Congratulations on deciding to create a Knowledge Guru® game for your organization. Knowledge Guru 
helps people learn facts fast – and is a great way to help people master knowledge that they need to 
“know cold” to do their jobs.  This guide gives you step-by-step instructions that explain how to:  

• Define what your game is about (game title and topics). 

• Create the learning objectives your players achieve by playing the game. 

• Create the questions that players respond to within the game.  

• Edit anything you’ve created. 

For additional help, please refer to the online Tutorial Library: http://theknowledgeguru.com/how-
it-works/tutorials. 

HOW THE GUIDE IS ORGANIZED TO HELP YOU 

The guide offers plenty of guidance if you are a novice game creator – but also allows you to skip to a 
QuickStart section if you don’t need the detail. Here’s how we organized things for you: 

• How the Game Works – if you are new to Knowledge Guru, we walk you through the organization 
of one of our publicly available games and explain the game’s design to you – and the impact of 
that design on the game’s players. 

• How to Create Your Game Design – this section walks you through a process for designing your 
game – and links the game design you do OUTSIDE of the game creation tool with the tasks you 
can perform within the tool. 

• How to Use the Game Creation Wizard. – This section assumes you’ve defined your game title, 
topics, and objectives. We walk you through how to set up the game and get started creating your 
game questions. We then show you how to prepare your game for review by any subject matter 
experts. 

• Tracking player progress and generating reports – This section identifies the reports available 
and the information they communicate. 
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HOW A KNOWLEDGE GURU GAME WORKS 

Before you begin creating a game, let’s make sure you understand how the game is designed, the player 
experience, and the instructional thinking behind it. We will use one of our publicly available games as an 
example. 

THE GAME GOAL 

The game goal of any Guru game is to become a Knowledge Guru on whatever topic the game is about. 
Let’s take a look at the Gridiron Guru game as our example. This game is available for anyone to play at: 

http://theknowledgeguru.com/gridiron/ 

We set up the game title to be Gridiron Guru because our game is about American football. The game 
goal is to acquire enough knowledge of football to earn the title  “Gridiron Guru.”  

THE GAME’S PLAYERS 

A Guru game’s ideal players are going to be people who need to learn something – and remember this 
information over time. They may need to learn product information, a process, sales messages, industry 
information, research facts, or some other factual or process-oriented data. In the case of Gridiron Guru, 
we wanted players to learn about American football. When we considered the potential pool of players, 
we decided to focus on people who had some very basic knowledge of American football already – and 
wanted to become more knowledgeable about it. 

We took time to define some assumptions about our players to help us figure out the game’s content: 

1. Players would already understand that there is an offense and defense on every team – and they 
would understand that the goal of the offense is to score points and the goal of the defense is to 
prevent the opposing team from scoring points. 

2. Players would know what a touchdown is – and that it is worth 6 points to the team that scores 
one. 

3. Players would know what a field goal is – and that it is worth 3 points to the team that scores one. 

THE PLAYER EXPERIENCE AND GAME DESIGN 

When players enter Gridiron Guru – or any Guru game – they will see a narrative that explains the game 
goal and game play: 
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Once they read the opening narrative, they go to a game dashboard that shows the game’s topics (all 
related to the game title, which in this instance is Gridiron Guru), a leaderboard showing current game 
point leaders, and an achievement case that shows the individual achievements they’ve earned. A game 
can have up to four unique topics. The fifth “topic” is always the Guru Grab Bag, which is a compilation of 
all the game’s questions. 

 
Players select a topic to begin. Topics unlock for them as they earn topic mastery. In the image above, 
the player has already earned topic mastery in rules, which has unlocked the topic labeled Offense. 
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Each game topic has learning objectives associated with it. Each learning objective has questions 
associated with it. To earn topic mastery, the player must ascend three paths up the Topic Mountain, 
delivering a scroll of knowledge each time. 

 

Each objective associated with a topic has AT LEAST one question set associated with it. More complex 
objectives may have two or even three question sets associated with them. A question set is a series of 
three iterations of the same question. Each iteration within the question set is on a separate mountain 
path. This design ensures that the player sees the content at least three different times with an interval of 
time (spaced learning) between each repetition to help cement long-term ability to recall the information. 

Here’s an example of the linkage between a topic, a learning objective, and the questions associated with 
the objective. For this objective there was a single question set used to achieve the objective: 

Topic Offense 

Learning Objective Recognize a play action pass.  

Question Set  

Path A question 

A "play action" play involves 
faking out the defense and 
making them think you are 
going to run the ball rather than 
pass it. Which of the following is 
considered a "play action" 

Path B question 

You're cheering on your 
favorite team. The quarterback 
pump fakes to a running back 
before throwing downfield. 
You've just watched him make 

Path C question 

You want to make the defense think 
you plan to run the ball. You plan to 
fake a hand off to the running back 
and then throw downfield. What is 
this called? 
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pass? 

a) The quarterback pump fakes 
twice to one receiver before 
throwing to another. 

b) The quarterback fakes a 
handoff to the running back 
before throwing. 

c) The quarterback throws a 
quick pass to the fullback. 

d) The quarterback fakes a 
throw to a receiver and then 
throws a pass to the tight end. 

a play action pass. 

a) True 

b) False 

a) Play action 

b) Fake action 

c) Pass action 

d) Pump fake play 

FEEDBACK for incorrect response choice: 

In a play action play, the quarterback takes the snap and fakes a hand-off to the running back or fullback 
before throwing. When used effectively, the defense believes the offense is going to run the ball and the 
pass rush is slowed down. 

When players respond correctly, they see their point total climb upward and they continue to see new 
questions until they reach the top of the mountain path. Every correct response to a question increases 
the potential value of the next question they see. When they reach the top of a path the Guru 
acknowledges receipt of the scroll.  
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If players are delivering their third and final scroll, they get a “final” question that is typically a humorous 
question with an obvious answer. A correct response to this question gets players a Topic Mastery 
achievement and unlocks a new topic for play. 

 

When players respond incorrectly they get a message from the Guru about their “misstep” that provides 
feedback as to what the correct response should have been. When they return to the game, they get the 
SAME question they just missed to ensure that they immediately have to recall the information again. 
This instructional design is very deliberate as it helps reinforce the information and embed it into long-
term memory. 
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WINNING THE GAME 

Players win the normal mode of play once they achieve Knowledge Guru status. The overall winner will 
be the player who scored the most points while playing, Once Guru status is achieved players unlock the 
Guru Grab Bag which is a separate mode of play. 

In Guru Grab Bag, the game goal is to empty the Guru’s bag of questions and achieve the highest score 
possible doing so. There is a maximum score that can be achieved in this mode. Every missed question 
reduces the maximum amount of points the player can earn. A single missed question returns the score 
to zero. Successful responses remove a question from the Grab Bag. Once all questions have been 
successfully answered, the Grab Bag is empty and the game is over.  

Game Scoring – Normal Mode 
The game scoring is set up to get progressively tougher as you master the paths within a topic.  

• Path A questions are worth the least – but players receive only a minimal penalty for misses. A 
correct initial response is worth 100 points; a misstep costs players 25 points. The question 
remains worth 100 points on the re-try attempt. The rationale is that players may be learning the 
content as they play. Consequently, penalties should be minimal to avoid discouraging the 
players. The first path also teaches the player to attend to the feedback without immediately 
imposing a harsh penalty to those who fail to do so. 

• Path B questions are worth 500 points each and a misstep costs the player 250 points. If a 
player has to re-try, the value of the question is reduced to 250 points and a second misstep on 
the question reduces the value and increases the penalty for the misstep. 

• Path C questions are worth 1000 points and a single misstep costs 1000 points. The value of the 
question on a re-try is reduced to 500 points; a second misstep on the question costs 2000 points. 
The premise is that by the third path you have learned this material and should be successful so 
the consequences of a mistake are very high. 

Bonus points are earned for these events: 

• Responding correctly on the first try to 5, 10, and 20 questions in a row. 

• Having a “perfect path” where you didn’t miss any questions as you ascended the mountain. 

• Hitting specific game milestones/scoring points.  
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Game Scoring – Guru Grab Bag (GGB) Mode 
The Guru Grab Bag is a new game that unlocks once a player achieves Knowledge Guru status. In GGB 
mode, all the questions from the previous game are randomized and players must successfully answer 
each one to “empty it” from the Grab Gag.  

Scoring in this game is “survivor” mode. A correct response to a question doubles the value of the next 
question and removes that question from the Grab Bag. An incorrect response re-sets the player’s score 
to zero and returns the missed question to the Grab Bag. When players restart their next GGB game, 
they will begin it by responding to the question they missed in the previous round of play. They can then 
continue answering the questions that remain in the Grab Bag. 

There are always a finite number of points available in the GGB game with the total available depending 
on the number of questions in your Normal mode game. If a player misses a question in GGB mode, his 
or her total possible points will be less than those available to someone who doesn’t miss any questions.  
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HOW TO DESIGN YOUR GURU GAME  

These are the five basic tasks you complete when designing a Guru game.  

1. Decide what your game is about and give it a title. Examples: Gridiron Guru (a game about 
football), Nutrition Guru (a game about nutrition and healthy eating). 

2. Decide what you need people to know or do related to your game title and organize this 
information into topics. You can have up to four unique topics in a game. Each topic represents 
a mountain within the game. Players must ascend all of the game’s mountains to earn the title of 
Knowledge Guru. 

3. Create learning objectives for each topic. We recommend three to five objectives per topic. 

4. Create at least one question set for each objective. (A question set consists of three 
questions. Each of the three questions is an iteration of the other ones so you ask the same 
question three different ways.)  We recommend a minimum of six questions along a mountain 
path and a maximum of 9 questions. This means each topic should have 6 to 9 question sets, 
which means a total of 18 to 27 questions associated with the topic. 
> As you create questions, make sure you create a variety of question styles: mix questions 

that use images with questions that do not. Make some questions true/false and others 
multiple-choice. Have fact-based questions as well as scenario-based questions. 

5. Create a humorous “mountain top” question for each topic that serves as the final question 
asked by the Guru before he confers the Topic Mastery achievement on a player. 

The Game Wizard helps with several of these steps but taking time to do a design meeting and plan out 
the topics and learning objectives FIRST is essential to success with the wizard. 

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO GAME CREATION 

Step 1: Conduct a game design meeting 
Before you open up the Guru Game Creation Wizard, invite your subject matter expert to a meeting to 
plan your game and create the objectives for it. You can download a PDF version of a PowerPoint file that 
guides you through this meeting. This file can be found in the Knowledge Guru Tutorial Library under 
“Downloadable Resources:” http://theknowledgeguru.com/how-it-works/tutorials. 

 In this meeting: 

• Agree on the game’s title. This title should be descriptive of what the learners will become Gurus 
of: a product, a process, an industry, etc. 

• Answer the question, “What do we need learners to know or be able to do related to the game’s 
title? Your answers will help you define the game’s topics and write learning objectives.  

• Create three to five learning objectives for each topic. Use Bloom’s taxonomy to help you select 
appropriate verbs to include in your objectives. Examples: 
> Identify 
> Define 
> Explain 
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> Distinguish 
> Compare 
> Contrast 

• Assess each objective and decide how many question sets you need to enable a learner to 
successfully achieve it. Some objectives may only require one question set. Others may need up 
to three question sets.  
> Example: In Gridiron Guru, it only took one question set to enable learners to achieve the 

objective, “Recognize a play action pass.” It took three question sets (a total of nine 
questions) for them to be able to “Distinguish skilled from non-skill players and describe their 
roles.” 

Step 2: Create a design document 
You COULD take the information you gathered from your design meeting and go directly to the Game 
Creation Wizard. However, creating a design document can make your use of the wizard easier – and 
provide your project team members an easy way to review the overall game design. Your design 
document should specify: 

• The game goal (which is always to become a guru of something) 

• The target audience and your assumptions about them. 

• The game’s topics (you can have up to four unique topics; the fifth “topic” is always Grab Bag, 
which is a new game that unlocks once people achieve Knowledge Guru status). 

• The learning objectives associated with each topic and the question sets/content you plan to 
create for each objective. 

• A timeline for creating and launching the game. 

A sample design document is located at the end of this document. You can also access the electronic file 
from the Admin site.  

Step 3: Use the Game Creation Wizard to Create Your Game 
The Knowledge Guru game wizard makes it VERY easy to create your Guru game. It guides you through 
the tasks. We’ve included the major ones so you can see how you produce your game. 
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Task Screen Image 

Go to the admin site 
for your game. 

Click Edit Topics 
under the category 
labeled CONTENT 
EDITNG. 

NOTE: The red font 
tells you your game 
cannot be made 
active until it has 
game questions 
within it. 

 

Add your first game 
topic by typing the 
topic name in the 
designated field. 
Click SUBMIT NEW 
TOPIC.  

 

A new screen will 
appear that allows 
you to add a second 
topic, update the 
existing topic title, or 
remove it entirely. 
You can also create 
objectives for a 
topic.  
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Task Screen Image 

Assume you want to 
create an objective 
for a topic you just 
added. To do so, 
click EDIT 
OBJECTIVES.  

 

Type your new 
objective and click 
SUBMIT NEW 
OBJECTIVE. 

 

Once you submit 
your objective, you 
will go to the EDIT 
QUESTIONS 
screen. You can 
use this screen to 
create the first three 
questions you want 
to associate with 
this objective. 
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Task Screen Image 

To create a 
question, you need 
to supply a question 
stem, a correct 
answer and at least 
one distractor. 

You also create 
feedback that 
players see if they 
respond incorrectly 
to the question  

If your question will 
include an image, 
you use Upload 
Image, the area 
circled in red on the 
screen.  

 

Once you have 
created all your 
questions, click 
SAVE CHANGES at 
the bottom of the 
page. You may need 
to scroll down to see 
the button. 
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The “bread crumbs” at the top of the screen will allow you to go back to any section and add/edit more 
topics, objectives, or questions.  

 

If you click the Knowledge Guru logo in the upper left corner, you will return to the Admin main menu. 
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Step 4: Publish “alpha” and do a game review 
Once you’ve created all your topics, formulated the learning objectives for each topic, and written the 
question sets associated with each objective, you are ready to publish an “alpha” version of your game. 

An “alpha” version is a live version of the game – but you do NOT communicate the URL of the game to 
your potential players. Instead you communicate this URL address to your review team and provide them 
with a spreadsheet of the questions in the game so they can make comments or suggest any revisions. 

 

Task Screen Image 

From the main menu 
of the Administration 
site, select Export 
Data to CSV.  

 

From GAME DATA 
EXPORT, select 
Generate GAME 
DATA CSV Files. 

Follow the directions 
for downloading the 
questions table.csv 
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Task Screen Image 

Save your .CSV file 
as an Excel 
spreadsheet. 

 

From the 
Administration main 
menu, change your 
SITE ACCESS 
STATUS to 
ACCESS STATUS 
IS ONLINE. 

 

Email a copy of the 
Excel spreadsheet 
containing the game 
questions to your 
reviewers, along 
with a link to the 
game URL. 
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Step 5: Finalize your game 
You will conduct a review meeting to discuss the game’s contents. We recommend you come prepared to 
display your computer screen so the reviewers can see the questions “in game” as you discuss any 
potential edits.  

Here’s how you can do this: 

Task Screen Image 

From the 
Administration 
Main Menu, 
return the SITE 
ACCESS 
STATUS to 
OFFLINE. Then 
select Edit 
Game 
Questions. 

 

Select the 
Topic 
associated with 
the question(s) 
you want to 
discuss and 
edit. 

 

Select the 
appropriate 
objective – the 
one the 
question set is 
associated with.  
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Task Screen Image 

Then scroll 
through the 
question set(s) 
to locate the 
specific 
question you 
want to edit. 
You will have 
the ability to 
view the 
question in the 
game or 
immediately 
begin editing it. 

 

Once you finish editing your questions, you can return to the main Admin menu. You can once again 
switch the site status to ONLINE and communicate to players and stakeholders that the game is “live” 
and ready for play. 
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WRITING GOOD GAME QUESTIONS 

The quality – and player interest in your game – depends on the quality of your game questions. Players 
find well-design questions to be intriguing to answer. Poorly designed questions frustrate or bore players. 
This section outlines some tips to follow and offers examples to support the tips. 

TIP #1: WRITE YOUR QUESTIONS TO YOUR OBJECTIVES – AND MAKE SURE YOU 
HAVE WELL-CRAFTED OBJECTIVES. 

The Guru Game Creation Wizard tries to help you design your game well. It requires you to set up your 
topics first, then define a learning objective, and then write a question set to meet that objective. 
However, your judgment is required to make sure your question sets map to the objectives you created. 

Here’s an example from Gridiron Guru: 

• Topic: Rules 

• Objective: Identify the number of timeouts each team gets per half. 

“A” path question “B” path question “C” path question 

How many timeouts does each 
team get per half? 

Correct answer: 3 

Distractor 1: 2 

Distractor 2: 1 

Distractor 3: 4 

Feedback for incorrect 
response:  

Each team receives three 
timeouts per half of play. Each 
half of play includes two quarters. 

Each team receives two 
timeouts per half.  

Correct answer: False 

Distractor 1: True 

Feedback for incorrect 
response:  

Each team receives three 
timeouts per half of play. 
Each half of play includes two 
quarters. 

It’s the third quarter of the game. 
Your team used three timeouts in the 
first half. How many timeouts does 
your team have left? 

Correct answer: 3 

Distractor 1: 1 

Distractor 2: 2 

Distractor 3: 0 

Feedback for incorrect response:  

Each team receives three timeouts 
per half of play. Even though the 
team used three in the first half, it 
gets three more for the second half. 

Each of the questions clearly is “testing” whether a player can do what is specified in the objective: 
identify the number of timeouts each team gets per half. 

If objective had been written too broadly or vaguely, it would be difficult to write a good question. 
Example: “Understand timeouts in football” makes it harder to create a clear, specific question. With this 
more vague objective, you could ask questions about: 
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• The number of timeouts teams get per half and in an entire game. 

• Who can call a timeout. 

• When timeouts can be called. 

• Penalties a team can incur if they call a timeout when they don’t have any timeouts remaining. 

If all of these things are important, then you could craft an objective that states, “Identify four rules 
associated with the use of timeouts in football.” You would then create four question sets (a total of 12 
questions) for this objective so you had a question set related to each of these rules. 

TIP 2: MAKE SURE YOUR DISTRACTORS ARE REASONABLE AND REALISTIC.  

Players should find the questions realistic and the distractors reasonable – and not simply go through an 
exercise of easily eliminating silly distractors. Avoid these common mistakes when you write distractors: 

• The use of "all of the above" or "none of the above." These response choices are big cues to 
learners of what the correct response is. The vast majority of time these response options are 
present, they are the correct answer. 

• Making the correct response the longest response. Statistically, the longest response is often the 
correct response – and learners know this from years of responding to multiple-choice tests. 
Keep lengths similar – or at least make sure the correct response is not the longest one. 

• Having clearly incorrect distractors that aren’t realistic possibilities. 

Use images where it makes sense to do so; avoid using them as "page decorations."  

•  If you can incorporate an image into the question in a meaningful way, you can switch up the 
experience for learners.  

• The Guru works via repetition – three iterations of every question you create. You can always 
incorporate a "true/false" or "yes/no" question as one of the three iterations. These are typically 
very quick to create. Make sure your other two iterations have three to four response choices.  

Use scenario questions to add interest, relevance. 

• Learners do better when things are in context. So – you’re “A” path question might simply ask for 
people to recall a fact while your “C” path question assesses how well the learner can recall the 
fact in the context of a relevant scenario: 

o “A” path question: “How many timeouts does each team get per half?” 

o  “C” path question: “It’s the third quarter. Your team used three timeouts in the first half. 
How many timeouts do they have left in the game?” 

• Scenario questions should be job-related or as contextual as possible. Here are a few other ideas: 

o A new customer calls you requesting a price quote on product X. Which question should 
you always ask first? 
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o You are making a presentation to X about your product’s effectiveness. Look at the data. 
(Assumes you’ve included a chart or graph as an image). Which point does the data 
illustrate? 

o You are creating a campaign for X and it needs to comply with the Fair-Use Act. Can you 
do a social media campaign targeted to 14-year olds? 

Remember your feedback only gets seen if the player MISSES the question. 

• Don’t include content beyond what it takes to explain why an answer is incorrect. 

• Make sure your feedback is relevant to the specific question you’ve asked. This sounds silly, but 
sometimes people copy/paste feedback for the A, B, and C path questions – without stopping to 
consider the individual differences in the question types.  
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TRACKING USERS AND GENERATING REPORTS 

Knowledge Guru gives you far more data than you typically see from an LMS if you use one. It does far 
more than track completion status; it tracks: 

• Level of progress and mastery achieved 

• Proficiency 

• Performance 

You can access reports – and track user progress in the game – from the Admin Main Menu in the area 
shown below: 
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Five default reports are available to you. The table below describes the information they provide to you. 

Report Title What It Provides/ When It’s Useful 

User Progress  This report lets you see how well an individual user is doing within the 
game. You can identify: 

>  How far the user has progressed in the game (their level 
of mastery),  

> Their current score, 
>  When they last logged in to play 
> How well they have performed on each game objective. 

This report is most useful when you want to review an individual 
player’s play history, game progress, and proficiency in 
achieving the game/learning objectives. 

Highest Score By User  This is a user report that shows you: 

> The highest score a user received while playing in 
NORMAL mode (the mode they play in to achieve the 
status of Knowledge Guru) 

> Their highest Guru Grab Bag score. The Grab Bag only 
becomes available to them once they have achieved 
Knowledge Guru status. 

> When they last logged in to play. 

This report is an easy way to see how many players are progressing 
past NORMAL game mode and how active they are in playing the 
Grab Bag mode. 

Location Performance  This is a report organized by location rather than individual users. It is 
useful when you have multiple geographic locations playing a game 
so you can compare performance across districts, offices, states, 
cities, etc. For each location you have established for the game, it will 
tell you: 

> Players participating 
> Their scores 
> Their completion/mastery status (e.g. what level or topic 

have they completed) 
> The percentage correct on all questions they’ve 

answered to date 

Objectives Overview  This report aggregates data across all players and shows you how 
well players are achieving the learning objectives you created for the 
game. It: 
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Report Title What It Provides/ When It’s Useful 

 
>  Lists each objective, 
>  Identifies the number of questions associated with the 

objective 
> Shows the % of correct responses to questions related to 

that objective. 
> Highlights any objective that players are getting less than 

80% of the associated questions correct. 

This report is useful for identifying learning objectives that may 
require additional remediation or intervention for to achieve your 
learning goals. It is also useful for helping you identify where you 
have the greatest player proficiency. 

Question Overview This report aggregates data for all the questions that are part of the 
game. It shows you how well players perform on EACH question 
within the game. The report: 

> Lists each question and identifies what objective it is 
associated with. 

> Shows the % of correct responses to it. 
> Highlights in red if the % of correct response is below 

80% 

This report is extremely useful. It can help you spot questions that 
might be poorly worded or understood OR concepts that learners 
need more learning support on. You can send out or provide “just-in-
time” remediation or support when you know exactly what learners 
need additional clarification on.  
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TO PRODUCE A REPORT 

Task Screen Image 

From the main 
menu of the 
Administration 
site, select VIEW 
REPORTS.  

 

Select the 
specific report 
you want. 
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Select the 
PRINT icon from 
the menu option 
that will appear 
on the PDF of 
the report you 
selected. 

 

For additional help, please refer to the online Tutorial Library: http://theknowledgeguru.com/how-
it-works/tutorials. 

 

 


